
Three Rivers Recap 

Well – we finally completed our 1st Course.  Turnout (41) was lower than usual, but my guess is the lousy 

weather had a lot to do with it. 

Amazingly, someone actually broke 80 in those conditions:  Jeff Wilkins – 76.  Good playing Jeff. 

And, conditions were also tough on the Net Scores as we only had 4 Sub-70 rounds:  A Flight – Jeff 

Wilkins – 68.  B Flight – None.  C Flight – Christopher Dean – 66 (Event Low); Chuck Wedick – 67.  D 

Flight – Ron Burnett – 68.  

KP’s – And, amazingly – no KP’s.  Conditions again? 

18 Course Challenge:  Some fast starters out of the gate as there were 8 players who were able to card a 

Net Birdie 3 on the tough 9th Hole. 

East Glendoveer Recap 

What a struggle to get the 2nd Course in, but with the help of 3 extensions, we finally did it.  Thanks to 

the extensions, our turnout reached 69 which is more in line with our better results in the middle of last 

year. 

The ugly weather and course condition apparently was enough to block any members from breaking 80, 

a rarity on this low rated golf course. 

And again, conditions were tough on the Net Scores as we only had 7 Sub-70 rounds:  A Flight – Al Orona  

– 69.  B Flight – Mike Harris – 67 (Event Low); Brian DeBoever – 69.  C Flight – Michael Graham & Jim 

Pachot – 68.  D Flight – Rick Tawney – 67 (Event Low); Ron Burnett – 68.  

KP’s – The first KP of the year – Dale Prill - #3.  I would have thought FEGAn’s would have feasted on this 

hole. 

Al Orona recorded the 1st Eagle for the year with a 3 on the Par 5 Hole #17.  Congratulations Al. 

18 Course Challenge:  Mike Harris charged into the lead with a birdie 2 on Hole #3.  His stroke earned 

him a 1 for the hole and a “huge” 2 stroke lead over 10 others.  Unfortunately, we lost 8 players from 

the 41 who started the year. 

Elk Ridge Recap 

It was a little easier getting the 3rd course in since Elk Ridge dries out very good.  The only drawback 

might have been snow and cold.  Unfortunately, the turnout dropped to 50 which is probably due to the 

distance from Portland.  Anyone who missed this course, though, missed a real treat. 

Only one player was able to break 80 on this low rated course:  Craig Daeda – 78.  Maybe course ratings 

really don’t mean that much to the general golf playing public. 



But, the overall Net Scores went down considerably from our first two outings with 16 Sub-70 rounds:  A 

Flight – Craig Daeda & Josh Weston – 68.  B Flight – Scott Hampton & Greg Katayama – 68.  C Flight – 

Michael Brand – 63 (Event Low); Christopher Dean, Nancy Florence & Micheal Poe – 65; Jim Pachot – 

68; Roger Thomas – 69.  D Flight – Ken Garrett & Neal Meisner – 66; Ron Baugh – 68; René Daeda, Dan 

DeBoever & Rudiger Krohn – 69.  

KP’s – For the second event in a row, there was only one KP – Scott Hampton - #13. 

18 Course Challenge:  Mike Harris seems to be on a mission with this event as he held his lead with a 

total of 8.  Mike Poe is one behind with 9.  Scores range from 8 to 18.  And, again, we lost 7 more players 

and are now down to 26.  At this rate, there may not be anyone left standing to claim the prize money. 

Lewis River Recap 

The 4th course is in the books.  This one also took a number of extensions to get a “fair” number of 

golfers for this event.  There were only 53 who played this course.  And, we had a strange occurrence as 

only 3 “A Flight” players made the journey north.  This was the first time we didn’t get at least 8 players 

in a flight, so figuring the winners didn’t take much thought. 

On the whole, the course played very tough as no one was able to break 80.  The low score was an 84 by 

Danny Johnson. 

The course also played havoc with the Net scores as there was only one player who shot a Sub-70 round:  

D Flight – Rudy Krohn – 64 (Event Low).  How did Rudy do that!!!!  All of the other Flights were skunked.  

KP’s – For the second time this year, there were no KP’s. 

18 Course Challenge:  Mike Harris is holding on to his lead with a total of 13, with Mike Poe still one 

behind with 14.  Scores range from 13 to 22.  We lost 6 more players and are now down to 20.  Hope 

someone makes it to the finish line to claim the prize. 

Quail Valley Recap 

After more extensions, we finally got the 5th course in the books.  Unfortunately, the extensions didn’t 

seem to help the turnout as there were only 40 who played this course, the lowest number so far this 

year.  And, the strangeness continued with the “A Flight” as only 5 members wanted to take on this 

swampy bog making it two events in a row where we didn’t get at least 8 players in a flight. 

And, for the second event in a row, we did not have anyone break 80.  The low score was an 82 by 

Dennis Bolton & Craig Daeda. 

The Net Scores suffered also as there were only four players who shot a Sub-70 round:  A Flight – Dennis 

Bolton – 69.  B Flight – Mike Harris – 69.  C Flight – Michael Graham – 66.   D Flight – Rudiger Krohn – 62 

(Event Low – 2nd Event in a row).  

KP’s – Again, KP’s were few and far between as Dave Manary scored the only one on #16. 



18 Course Challenge:  Mike Harris held on to his lead with a total of 18, with Mike Poe still one behind 

with 19.  Scores range from 18 to 29.  We lost 3 more players and are now down to 17. 

OGA Recap 

Finally, no more extensions as we completed the 6th course on time.  The turnout is starting to get back 

near normal as there were 67 who played this course.  Still low participation from the “A Flight” as only 

9 members gave this course a go. 

And, for the third event in a row, we did not have anyone break 80.  The low score was an 84 turned in 

by Ken Bolton, Steve Gaube & Joe Rogers. 

The number of Net Scores stayed low also as again, there were only four players who shot a Sub-70 

round:  A Flight – None.  B Flight – Mike Conners & Mike Harris – 69.  C Flight – Chuck Wedick – 68.   D 

Flight – Rudiger Krohn – 64 (Event Low – 3rd Event in a row).  

KP’s – We were skunked again as there were no KP’s recorded. 

18 Course Challenge:  Mike Harris was gracious enough to finally have a less than stellar hole on the 

counter which enabled all of us to get back in the hunt.  Mike Poe stormed into the lead with a 22 

closely followed by Dan Cassady at 23.  Scores range from 22 to 33.  And, YEAH!!! – we didn’t lose 

anyone this time. 

Forest Hills Recap 

Number 7 is in the books as the weather finally took a turn towards pleasant.  So, can’t explain the 

turnout dropping 12 back to only 55 (Distance?).  Still low participation from the “A Flight” as only 10 

members showed up for this one.  Less than a third from this Flight are playing these events this year.  

What’s up? 

This now makes it 4 events in a row without a round in the 70’s.  The low score was an 80 turned in by 

Dennis Bolton. 

But, finally, the number of Net Scores went up considerably as there were 11 players who shot a Sub-70 

round:  A Flight – Dennis Bolton – 67; Bob Topham – 69.  B Flight – Mike Harris – 66; Dave Babbitt – 68.  

C Flight – Don Hoffard – 62 (Tie - Event Low); Christopher Dean – 67; John Hooson & Chuck Wedick – 69.   

D Flight – Ken Garrett (Tie - Event Low); Glenn Goodson & Bob Sinclair – 69.  

KP’s – There were 2 KP’s:  Joe Andres - #7 & Dave Babbitt - #11. 

18 Course Challenge:  Mike Poe was able to hold on to a share of the lead as Dan Cassady tied him with 

27.  Mike Harris & Rudy Krohn are only 1 back at 28.  Scores range from 27 to 37.  And, – we lost one 

more player so now stand at only 16. 

 



Wildwood Recap 

Number 8 is in the books.  The weather was fine for most of the 4 weeks, so I’m baffled as to why we 

had another drop in numbers down to only 52 with another anemic turnout from the “A Flight” with  

only 9.  The course was in fine shape and they have a newly remodeled clubhouse with a wide selection 

of wines, beer and food.  We usually had great turnouts at this course for some of our Block Times.  

What’s up this year?  I know the weather put a damper to golf early on, but what’s the reason now?  Is it 

distance, price, course selection, other?  Please give the Board some input to help us explain this issue.  

There was only one round in the 70’s:  Craig Daeda – 79. 

The Net Scores dropped a bit back to 9 players who shot a Sub-70 round:  A Flight – Craig Daeda – 68.  B 

Flight – Dave Babbitt & Dan Lehmann – 69.  C Flight – Dale Prill – 68; Nancy Florence – 69.   D Flight – 

Tim Hugo – 60 (Event Low & Year Low); Kevin Bell – 64; Rudiger Krohn – 68; Jim Hallar – 69.  

KP’s – There was only 1 KP:  Bob Hoffman - #14. 

18 Course Challenge:  Mike Poe’s 31 was good enough to hold on to a slim lead over the 32’s for Dan 

Cassady & Mike Harris.  Scores range from 31 to 43.  And, – we lost two more players so now stand at 14 

with the possibility of losing 4 more from the event at The Reserve. 

Heron Lakes – Green Back Recap 

Finally, all’s right again with the world of FEGA golf as we soared to 82 members playing the 9th course in 

the rotation – 30 more than the last course.  And, the A Flight finally came out of hibernation as 22 from 

that grouping played which was more than double the year’s participation up to now.  The fine weather 

resulted in an unprecedented Gross & Net blistering of this fine old venue. 

There were 5 rounds in the 70’s led by Byron Kelly’s stellar 73:  Also – Brandon Hill, Bob Topham & Rob 

Wahrgren – 78; Josh Weston – 79. 

The course seemed to be defenseless against our Net Score barrage.  Not sure if the total Sub-70 rounds 

(29) was a record, but the number of really low scores probably was:  A Flight – Bob Topham – 64; Byron 

Kelly – 65; Josh Weston – 66; Brandon Hill, Rob Wahrgren & Curt Wilkins – 67; Denny Bolton & Aaron 

Zyph – 68; Derrick Creecy & Steve Oliver – 69.  B Flight – Greg Katayama – 63; Mike Harris & Dan 

Lehmann – 65; Joe Andres & Bob Edmondson – 67; Mike Conners & Chuck Williams – 68.  C Flight – 

Jason Pemberton – 60 (Event Low & Tied the Previous Year Low); Chuck Wedick – 64; Don Hoffard & 

Todd Miller – 65; Christopher Dean & Susan Mertens – 69.  D Flight – Glenn Goodson – 61; Ken Garrett – 

64; Larry Holmes – 66; René Daeda, Rudiger Krohn & Loyd Towe – 68.  

KP’s – There was a year high for KP’s also with 6:  Derrick Creecy - #16; Brandon Hill - #14; Lon DeForest - 

#7; Byron Kelly - #’s 3 & 14; Steve Westmoreland - #3. 

18 Course Challenge:  There was a huge shakeup at the top as our previous leaders had a rough go with 

the challenge hole.  This allowed Craig Daeda and Rudy Krohn to “soar” into the lead with 42 closely 



followed by Dave Babbitt, Nancy Florence, and Mike Harris with 43.  Scores ranged from 42 to 51.  And, 

– we lost 4 more players so now stand at only 10.  Will there be anyone standing at the end? 

Oregon City Recap 

Whoops!!  Another dramatic drop in numbers as only 60 golfers turned out for the 10th course of the 

year.  Weather was still great, so the mystery returns as to the low turnout. 

Doesn’t seem that this track is any more difficult than Green Back, but there were no rounds in the 70’s. 

And, the Net Scores took a hit also as there were only 12 Sub-70 rounds:  A Flight – Danny Johnson & Joe 

Rogers – 68.  B Flight – Joe Andres – 69.  C Flight – Steve Westmoreland – 66; Michael Graham & John 

Stafford – 67; Micheal Poe – 69.  D Flight – Glenn Goodson – 65 (Event Low); Rick Tawney – 67; Dan 

DeBoever & Tim Hugo – 68; Ken Garrett – 69.  

KP’s – Jeff Frahler - #12; Susan Mertens - #14; Chuck Williams - #18. 

18 Course Challenge:  Dave Babbitt joined Craig Daeda and Rudy Krohn at the top with 46.  Nancy 

Florence and Mike Harris are still close behind with 47.  Scores ranged from 46 to 56.  We still have 10 in 

contention for this prestigious prize. 

Camas Meadows Recap (includes Stone Creek Challenge Hole) 

Number 11 is in the books with another big drop off in participation down to 50.  Can’t be the weather.  

Price maybe?  We need to hear some feedback on this issue folks. 

There was only one round in the 70’s:  Ken Bolton – 79. 

And, the number of Net Scores dipped a bit again with only 9 Sub-70 rounds:  A Flight – Ken Bolton & 

Steve Oliver – 67.  B Flight – Dave Babbitt – 67.  C Flight – John Hooson – 63 (Event Low); Michael 

Graham – 65; Micheal Poe – 67.  D Flight – Loyd Towe – 64; Ken Garrett – 67; Tom Thompson – 69.  

KP’s – Dan Cassady & Mike Harris - #8. 

18 Course Challenge:  Camas Meadows - Dave Babbitt jumped out into the lead alone with 49.  Craig 

Daeda, Nancy Florence, Mike Harris and Rudy Krohn are still nipping at his heals with 50.  Scores ranged 

from 49 to 61 with the same 10 folks in contention.                                                                                       

Stone Creek – The Yellow Ball event shook up the standings a bit with that devilish 13th hole.  Dave 

Babbitt held on to his lead with 53 with Craig Daeda still in 2nd with 54.  The other 2nd placers from CM 

dropped a bit – Mike Harris – 55; Nancy Florence – 56; Rudy Krohn – 57 along with Micheal Poe.  Scores 

ranged from 53 to 64 with the “stalwart” 10 folks still hanging in there. 

Mint Valley Recap 

Number 12 is in the books.  The season is starting to wind down, almost before it’s even felt like it really 

got in to full gear.  Surprisingly, participation went up a bit to 55. 



There were three rounds in the 70’s:  Travis Platt – 76; Roger Bentz & Ken Bolton – 77.  Nice rounds 

guys. 

The pleasant layout yielded twice as many Sub-70 rounds as the last course with 18: A Flight – Ken 

Bolton – 66; Roger Bentz – 68; Craig Daeda & Travis Platt – 69.  B Flight – John Wise – 64; Dan Lehmann 

– 65; Jeff Frahler – 68; Mike Conners – 69.  C Flight – Michael Graham & Micheal Poe – 63 (Tie - Event 

Low); Don Hoffard & Chuck Wedick – 65; John Hooson & Dale Prill – 67; Dennis Metcalf – 68.  D Flight – 

Neal Meisner – 65; Rick Tawney – 66; Ken Garrett – 69.  

KP’s – Hasn’t been a stellar year for this category as only Jeff Frahler scored on #4. 

18 Course Challenge:  Dave Babbitt stretched his lead to 2 strokes with 56.  Craig Daeda & Mike Harris 

are still close with 58 while Nancy Florence & Micheal Poe remain in striking distance with 59.  Scores 

ranged from 56 to 67.  We lost one more “regular” and now stand at only 9. 

Heron Lakes – Great Blue Recap 

“Lucky” Number 13 is in the books.  Participation jumped up again as it always does with the 2 Heron 

Lakes courses.  The turnout of 68 is good to see, but that number is still very low compared to last year.  

Still looking for input on reasons for the low turnouts this year. 

This tough layout, as usual, produced only two rounds in the 70’s:  Travis Platt – 72 (Season Low Gross 

Score); Jeff Wilkins – 78.  Great rounds guys. 

The course did yield a fair number of Sub-70 Net rounds with 21.  And we had an unusual occurrence in 

that there was a tie for the Event Low of 64 in all 4 Flights: A Flight – Travis Platt – 64 (Tie - Event Low); 

Dennis Bolton – 67; Jeff Wilkins – 68; Brandon Hill & Jim Platt – 69.  B Flight – John Wise – 64 (Tie - Event 

Low); Bill Young – 65; Brian DeBoever & Ken Kane – 67.  C Flight – Don Hoffard – 64 (Tie - Event Low); 

John Stafford – 65; Christopher Dean – 67; Michael Graham & John Hooson – 68; Chuck Wedick – 69. 

(Tie - Event Low); D Flight – Rick Tawney – 64 (Tie - Event Low); Dan DeBoever, Ken Garrett, Glenn 

Goodson, & Jim Hallar – 68; Neal Meisner – 69.  

KP’s – Alas – another goose egg for this category.  Must be the difficulty of those Par 3’s. 

18 Course Challenge:  It’s starting to look like a 2-Horse race to the finish.  Dave Babbitt stretched his 

lead to 3 strokes with 58.  Mike Harris is hot on his trail with 61.  Three (Craig Daeda, Nancy Florence, 

Micheal Poe) are mathematically still in the running with 63, but need miracle finishes.  Scores ranged 

from 58 to 71.  We did not lose anyone so still have 9 golfers entering the final stretch. 

Rose City Recap (Includes Club Green Meadows Challenge Hole) 

The season is winding down as Course Number 14 has finished.  Only one more to go and then THE 

SWEEPS.  Does it seem to anyone else that the season was rather short this year?  Participation saw 

another drop back to only 56 for this close in, reasonably priced public course.  Still baffled by the low 

play this year.  



A couple of nice rounds in the 70’s were shot by the Bolton brothers:  Ken Bolton – 74; Denny Bolton – 

77. 

There were 11 Sub-70 Net rounds:  A Flight – Ken Bolton – 64 (Event Low); Dennis Bolton – 65.  B Flight 

– Chuck Williams – 69.  C Flight – Don Hoffard – 65; Jeff Gannaway – 67; Stan Frazier – 68; Michael 

Graham & Jason Pemberton – 69.  D Flight – Rudy Krohn – 66; Loyd Towe – 68; Don Slater – 69.  

KP’s – Roger Bentz - #5; Denny Bolton & Bob Topham - #15. 

18 Course Challenge:  Club Green Meadows – Dave Babbitt decided to let the rest of the field back into 

the race when he struggled a bit with Hole #2.  He still leads with 64, but his 3 stroke advantage is now 

only 1 over Mike Harris’ 65.  Craig Daeda & Nancy Florence are still hanging on with 66’s.  Scores ranged 

from 64 to 79.  We lost one more player and now stand at only 8 golfers. 

Rose City – Dave Babbitt is still holding on to his one stroke lead with 66.  Mike Harris remains in 2nd 

with 67, closely followed by Nancy Florence & Mike Poe with 68.  With one more to go, it looks like it’s 

going to be a tight finish. 

Tri-Mountain Recap 

The season is just about over as we closed Course Number 15, the final one in the regular events.  Now 

it’s on to the THE SWEEPS.  Participation dropped again down to 55 (only 9 in the A Flight).  Was it the 

heat and smoke?  The Board continues to be baffled by the low play this year.  

There was only one round in the 70’s – Brandon Hill – 79. 

There were 13 Sub-70 Net rounds:  A Flight – Danny Johnson – 65; Brandon Hill – 68; Craig Daeda – 69.  

B Flight – Jeff Frahler – 68; Brian DeBoever & Mike Harris – 69.  C Flight – Steve Westmoreland – 65; Don 

Hoffard & John Hooson – 67; Chuck Wedick – 68.  D Flight – Ken Garrett – 61 (Event Low); Tim Hugo – 

68; Rudy Krohn – 69.  

KP’s – Craig Daeda - #15; Danny Johnson - #11. 

18 Course Challenge:  It was a wild finish as Dave Babbitt couldn’t hold on to his lead while Mike Harris 

finished strong and was able to grab the title with the only Sub-70 Net score – 69.  Both Nancy Florence 

and Mike Poe also closed strong to catch Mr. Babbitt for a share of 2nd Place with Net 70’s.  Scores 

ranged from 69 to 85.  Only 8 members were able to complete this grueling test of golf.  Congrats to all 

of you for hanging in there. 

 


